LESSON 9: THE SIX CONDUITS
Text 9.1

Transliteration 9.1
Lih-jing de yi-yl, shi ba ren-ti fen-z& liti ge q&y& z&i zh& liti ge qu-@ n&i
chu-xi&n de zheng-hbu zuo-wei 1% ge lei-xing. Zhe fang-f3 zui-zao jian y6
n&i-jing, d&o shang-ban-Km geng xi-zhi de zub-chil le yiiu xi-t6ng de fen-xi
h6 gui-na. Liu-jing de ming-cheng wei G-yang, yang-ming, shao-y6ng,
cheng-zuo San-yang; t&i-yin, shao-yin, jue-yin, cheng-zub sgn-yin. Fen-xi
gui-na zheng-zhuang shi, jiu gen-ju qi b&tong x’lng-zhi, fan cheng kang-fen
xi&n-xiang de lie-y;l sari--Ðyang, cheng shuai-tui xian-xiang de lie-r% San-yin.
Liu-jing bian-zheng, bu-dan guang-fan de bki-ybng yC w&i-g&A$ng, &-qi5
n&i-shang za zheng ye you hen duo d&fang k&yi yin-ybng.

Vocabulary 9.1
liu-jing
qii-yu
zui-z&o
n&i-jing
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ie

shang-h&n-Kin
x‘l-zhi
zuo-chu
t&i-yang
y&rig-ming
sh&o-y5ng
sari-yang
t&i-yin
shao-yin
j&yin
sari--yin
kang-fen
lie-yG

the six conduits
region
earliest
(book title; abbreviation of:)
[Huangdi Neijing] “Huang Di’s
Inner Classic”
(book title) “On Harm Caused
by Cold”
detailed; fine
produce; generate
major yang
yang brilliance
minor yang
the three yang (conduits)
major yin
minor yin
ceasing yin
the three yin (conduits)
agitated
assign
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lie-rti
bei-ybng
w&i-gtin-bing

518-1

yin-yang

assign
be used
illnesses resulting from an
external affection
apply; make use of

Translation 9.1
The meaning of the six conduits is to divide the human body into six
regions, and to classify the pathoconditions appearing in these six regions
into six types. The earliest appearance of this method is in the Neijing;’ by
the (time of the) Sh~~~zan lun2 a systematic analysis and classification had
been completed in even more detail. The designations of the six conduits
are “major yang,” “yang brilliance” and “minor yang” - these are called
(summarily) the “three yang” - and “major yin,” “minor yin” and “ceasing
yin” - these are called the three yin. In the analysis and classification of
the pathoconditions, on the basis of their different natures all those
presenting themselves as excesses are assigned to the three yang, and all
those presenting themselves as losses are assigned to the three yin. The
differentiation of pathoconditions (according to) the six conduits is not
only widely applied in case of illnesses (resulting from) an external
affection, it can be applied also in many instances of various
pathoconditions resulting from inner harm.
Notes
The Neijing was compiled, in its major part, during the second and first centuries B.C..
Some of its contents reflect earlier traditions, other parts may have been added as late
as during the Tang era. The work as a whole is heterogeneous in content, and deals with
theory as well as blood letting and acupuncture, but not with drug therapy. The authors
of the individual parts are unknown.
The Shanghan Zun was compiled by Zhang Ji sk fi (Zhongjing {$r s ) at the
beginning of the third century A.D. It is the first known text to link Chinese
pharmaceutics to the yinyang and five phases theories.

Text 9.2

